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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

The b«e: photostat copy of the MS.from Dar-al-Kutub-
al-Misriah ( Timur, Verses No. 811 ).

<1» '

.

•
' ;T

'' •'''
_ '.«••;. , .- j . . \ l:C

The Osmania University Library MS* Nor 458

Photostat copy of the MS.from Landberg ( Germany )

No. 1046

C»-r

« j »

WE II 1704, WE II 1822, WE II 1828,

OI- £

.* ,*:
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-

1. One Qasidah which is in praise of al-Musta'in al-

'Abbasi, is under No. pe II 115 ( 155 a JS5 b ).

?. A good number cf fragmentary verses, the selection of

which has been made and written by an unknown

person is under No. We II 1822 ( 14-15 ).

3.One poem of ibn Hajar to denote the different

versions of the word fM-\ ' which is written in

bad Naskhi by an unknown transcriber is under

We II 1704 ( 1866 ).

Some verses o( ibn Hajar on which there is a takhmis

(
pentangular ) of al- Shaikh Mohd. al- A jlooni, are wri-

tten in a bold and clear hand under No. we II 1828 ( 45

b-46a)..

A page containing the seal of "Ex Biblfcegia Berolina"and

numbered 40 has a few verses repeatedly written in diffe-

rent kinds of letters as if some one has written them for

exercise. The words and letters of this page could not be

traced out at any length.

ii mr>i"»Ai"t fiflnf QfeO —«wvWV\
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« i_j > B

This MS. is preserved in the Osmania University Library
MSS. Section, under No. 458. Its size is 7'x 5.5". It contains
87 folios and covers 15 lines to a page. It is written in
Naskhi but not in good hand by Mohammed ibn Abdullah
ibn Hamid al-Najdi al-Hanbali in Damascus in the year 1281
A.H. It is Very badly written. The scribe has not even cared
to collate it frbm some correct and original copy. Therefore
it abounds in mistakes, variant readings and inaccurate vers-

ions. It is an incomplete copy of the Diwan as some pages in
the beginning, some in the middle and a few at the end are
missing.

r " G

"

This is a photostat copy of Land berg ( Berlin ) MS. No
1046. The name of the scribe and* the date of its trans-
cription are not recorded in it. Its size is 8.2" x 6.6" and it

contains 37 follios and 23 lines to a page. It is written in crude
Naskhi and in such a bad hand that forms of letters and words
can not be traced easily. It is full of mistakes and abounds in
varient readings. It commences with :

-

and ends with .-•
•

These are photostat copies of his scattered verses, the
details of which are as follow :-
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Its size-is 11.5"x 9" and covers 117 pages. There are 21

lines in each page. There are some anecdotes in prose and a

few verses of al-Mutanabbi and ibn-al-Rumi on pp. 114-115

and some verses of Shaikh. Hasan al-Burini are also to be found

in his own hand on pp. 116-117. This MS. is written in fine

Naskhi by Mohammed ibn Khalil ibn Ibrahim al-Hanafi at

the Khanqah of Sa'id-al-Su'ada in the year 852 A.H. It has

been transcribed from MS. of Shamsal-Din ibn Shaikh 'Ali al-

Sufi who had copied it from the original MS. and read out to

the post in his presence, the copy of which was completed in

the year 849 A.H.

In this photographic copy some words have been omitted

others have been broken, while impressions of some words are

not quite clear. On the whole this MS. has been very carefully

written and vocalized and contains most accurate version of

the poet's verses as the following colophon shows that it was

corrected and collated from the author's original copy in his

presence :- '

$\}S ,>JLU ^4-J ^jh 4>J j±\^. ^A*\fi jJ-l

£js 3 s\j> **-; jp j* pttn jJj } y% \*J>3 J^" A\
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" oljJI oljLJI jt-JI " but this name is not found on any of

his Diwan anywhere, which are before me. The title page of

the Cairo MS. contains the name of the 'poet and the list o-

his scleoted chapters as follows :-

. {)*£) 4*y mJjwt J* 3 Ao¥ *~"

I j&\ £** j> j o\5jlll j jL3\ *Jffl -
\

^

\*\ 2~-j>, oi^ui j olja^i j eJtn ^ . ri

u»\ «-- ^j oU^JI j *jljl *-5JI - o$

£j\£y> 4*~« j»^ oU*jU j ^.AJI *~i)l - VA

Jj^O^ \cjla<u jj«*- ^^ xJoUll j *jUI *—ill - Ao

Jvju^JI jc SjTIj J«>UJ ^-i»U» \\ ^ja jj ~*j£*> oJ~-a5

jc *rii 3 JMJI S\ij £~ <^1 AoV ^- ^-^^ «•** ^^r^

JAB £j? SJU-a» *y ^ j oJl £-UI ^) ^

vuJJl ,_/aw (J 4lJL» Ulj

AU j*i
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MANUSCRIPTS
Reference to the Diwan of Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalani have

been made by almost all his biographers such as al-Sakhawi

al-Suyuti, al-Bashtaki, Taghri Birdi, Ibn-al-'Imad etc. In the

record of bibliographers such as Haji Khalfa and Brockelmann

MSS. of his Diwan have been recorded in the following

libraries :
-

1. Escurial Library ( Spain ) Nos. 444 and 345,

2. Bibliotheque Nationale ( Paris ) No. 3219.

3. Koniglichen Library ( Berlin ) No. 7901, 7902, 7903

( webl Ahlwardt
) „ 8159,7069,3419'

4. Auskunft-Sabteilung ( Leiden ) No.. 743.

5. Daral Kutub al-Misriah( Cairo ) No. 232.

6. Khizanatal-Taimuriah ( ,, ) Nos. 342 and 81 1'.

7. Top Ka-pu Sarai. ( Turkey ) No. 2517.

8. Koprulu. ( „ ) No. 1282.

9. Mosul. ( Syria ) No. 147.

10. Buhar Library, Calcutta (India) No. 430.

Some of his Qasidahs and fragmentary verses are to be

found in the followiug places :-

1. Qasidah'ala al-Malik al-Ashraf, ( Cairo VII 4B ).

2. „ „ al-Musta in al-'Abbasi ( Berlin ).

3. Fragmentary verses ( „ ).

Out of the above mentioned MSS. the copies which

have utilised are as follows :-

A" g ^i)l

This is a photostat copy from Khizanat-al-Taimuriah

No. 8 1 1 under verses. As written by Haji Khalfa and Brockel-

mann this selection is called " al-Sab'al-Saiyar#t-al-Naiyirat
"
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It if very rare that a prolific writer on a vast field of
subjects and a torch bearer of religious orthodoxy has a worthy
place among good poets also. His greatness as a savant of
Hadith has never spared any body to look him find his other

capacities, especially those of poetry. It is a mere chance that
the Diwan of this great man is coming to light today. My poor
efforts have nothing more except to add some more lustre to
this sparkling diamond

!
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*

We find examples of repetition of verses and ideas, some-

times, in his Diwan, for example :—

^ _ j ». > » »- >» - ^»- » -*
»jJ

-

being repeated as :

—

bjCjU j *r\j a.aJh* *ii\ j ^U JaJ J^j £+~> cj»:jjij

and again:

—

c-jjo C>S*j j >-a^T «jli\_y ^U Ja»J J- j £*-J" * JS : Jji )

or

jaLsU ^ j ->jcj4^ c£J—J' u"k <r*B-a" ^jK i«*:J rJ*i

being repeated in these words :

—

cijC Jj^ Jljs-V* J"» c£-*—Jl u*k V"^ ^J* CK^J Cji-

and again the same idea conveyed as :

—
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To sum up, when we go through his text fully we are con-
vinced that ibn Hajar was a born poet and that anybody writ,
ing about the poets and the poetical contributions of the 8th
and 9th centuries can not miss him at any cost. Hundreds of
couplets and lines taken from the poetry of the early centuries
are used in Arabic literature as dictums and if we select some
of the beautiful verses of Ibn Hajar these may also be added
to the number. Some of these can be picked up even by a
glance, for example :-

j - > " o -
\syf- J> f

a-*?-
1 f\l>j 4_«li, ju^ \y^u U'Vl j

jL^JjjlLdl^/tfj or'U cJj-L ^ jLf j_£

-» .. .> » !>

-»*-

One more full poem is noteworthy a few verses of which
have been presented on p. 37. above. ( Third ode in the third

Chapter pp. and in the text).
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or
JVi

^ > > -

or
: Jl»j

> * ^

JUI jUjJl 0\

u

«* * *

or

( ^ ) J, j jli

^ » . ^ > " -» -

l£j—^ "J-1—£>. f li-*JJ

or

- - >

or

* " t i \ • • \

2

J^
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'Asqalani has used for these are numerous. He has written

hundreds of these and some of them are beautifully written,

as these:-

> -

\i

JajV. eL«, ^jjl Ja. _e

: jJuu j J\»j

or

: L~JjU Jit j

or

; l—JuLa Jli j

> -

- *•

or

*.» s ^

tfcfVl J Jli j

r^ii && iJjU O.J4 \jfc jii—111 ^Syi\
^ ^ ^ -

,

Ua-ai /c.JsjI i^Jll t>>- V
t=" ly J J
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****** ** **

- » *. > » -

t5***" lJ^J* w_L-> •*
Ll*»^- c^*j j-a» J.e

-« * **

*» ** ** *» m

L;Wcl /»L-tJ) (j-*^*-5 J^j^J 4 »-=r ^£*-

S ^:

bUs- J .5 sL.ll Ji

His Maqati' are written in the same tone and style as

most of his contemporaries did. The themes and subjects of

these are various, such as, praising of some beauty of both the

sexes, presenting some riddle, to explain any verse from the

Quran or to express hid own ideas to describe varied types of

persons, either- for their praise or for satire. Sometimes his

language and thought are both obsene, on one or two occasions

his candid expression of very low theme reminds us of the

ignoble presentation of the school of Abu Nuwas.

These pieces are written by all the poets of this age, to

give expression to a single idea, arising from some event or sight

in a simple but flowery language. Marked by Persian influence

and depicting the pictures of a varie-cultured licentious society

they often bore the traces of apt use of words and phrases, for

the timely enjoyment of a company dr to commemorate some

event, deed, natural object, human sentiment, whim or fancy

or sometimes even to convey any didactic dictum in an easy

and catchable language. The metres and measures which
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or

J » <* ** *» *» • .

It will not be out of place to quote here some Cantos indi-

cative of his mastery in the fields of those sweet songs.

They are :-

» - *- - * - > ^ - a -

» ft -«» ** } *} ** } <*

^ >

^ ^ ^ -*

In one of these, written in Damascus, he beautifully

exalts his own illustrious land over Damascus, but at the same

time he gives a charming picture of that old city too :

—
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He has praised them to a great extent. Their vast know-

ledge and noble character have been traced to a good length.

His extreme devotion to both of them compels him to exag-

gerate in depicting their characteristics, so much so that

sometimes his exaggeration crosses all boundaries and limits,

for example:-

The last poem of this chapter is again an elegiac ode on

the death of his sister called Sit-al-Rakb (+ 798) the news of

which he received abroad. The love which he had for his

noble sister and the soring wound of her untimely death has

added a very rare taint of sorrow to this poem in full. An-

other such poem, not included in his regular chapters, is the

one written on the death ofal-'Iraqi, for whom he had mourned

already. This is also indicative of his mastery in presenting

the portraits of deep pathos.

The remaining chapters are devoted for Muwashahats

(oWi,*) and (*-UU.) Maqati', His Muwashahats, written

on several patterns, are beautiful. These amatory chorus-like

songs show his ability over rythmic diction and his superb

taste for music, he does not hesitate to take license in moulding

words to a good extent to save the charm of rythmical action

and the flow of musical tones, as:-

.X

JV5

9 -"

^J 3
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The hold of Bada'i (rhetorical devices) over these poets

was so strong that even in the height of anger and crazy mood
he writes verses, such as:-

tf . > > > - - - -

t>{^ ^
It will not be out of place to quote here one of his verses

in which he has plainly admitted the way of his writing poetry

and his adherence to the use of Bada'i. He Says:-

> - -

The sixth poem of this chapter, the longest of all his poems,
is an elegiac ode written from Yemen, on the death of two of
his beloved teachers al-Bulqini and al-, Iraqi. The full poem
is written in a high tone of pathos and grief. The great re-

gard which he had for these two teachers and the love and
affection which he bore towards them can be marked from each
verse of this poem. The sincerity of his feelings mingled with
the true impression of the deep wound caused by the calamity
ha» given every line a very gloomy and teasing effect. Some
of the verses are:-

^1 ^1 L? ji. . ^tii j ^j J, Jji)] 0ju £j 2\^

^

^.IDI ^UJI ^T^ ^j ^ ^jji^ j^ j jjf. .

.
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IbnHajarwas the descendant of a pure Arab family,

therefore he can not forget allegianoe and the devotion which

he has for his Arab blood. The hatred which he had for the

Turks of mixed stock or the Mamluk slaves of varied races,

though hidden one, because of their political dominance, at

once springs up when an occasion arises for its free display.

One important occasion came when the Caliph, al-Musta' in

al-,Abbasi was installed on the throne ofEgypt for some months

only to be driven away and put in an exile by al-Muway'id

Shaikh l. But as sood as he was installed, trying to have the

dual capacities of the Caliph and the ruler, which he never

fully attained, 'Asqalani wrote a beautiful Qasidah to memorise

the occasion. He has written few Qasidahs with such force

and vigour. The verses are marked with loyalty to the Arab

cause and great affiliation shown to the old 'Abbasid dynasty

in a forcible and dignified language.

On another occasion when a Turk decieves him and disho-

nestly makes away with some of his money, he bursts out like

a thunderbolt. He has written a lengthy ode in dispraise of his

sinful act and abuses him more than a criminal is abused.

The language is harsh and the glimpses of his dislike are

apparent in many verses. Here he writes indicative couplets

to show his hatred and anger which he bore for Turks. He

takes pride in being the kindred of a pure Arab stock in these

words:-

L-z\ s^jJh fS*S jltf ^ J o-J W*J ar^J

al-Musta' in was installed as Caliph in 815. A. H. For about seven

months he worked as the Caliph and the Governor. Then the

struggle for power which was going on with al-Muwa'id Shaikh

terminated in 817 with the dismissal of al-Musta' in from the

Caliphate. He was sent to Alexanderia where he died in 833;

al-Duwalal-Islamiah, p. 30, Tarikh-al-Khulafa, pp. 521-24;

al-Futuhat-al-Islamiah, p. 101.
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jU^ ^ip" ,^11 *_**. jy; l^i j:,^^ \j^. _j js^. j\

f '* t -

jU«e Ojsr c*^[l '¥* ;'JJS*»
:L_f> jl» jUi)! oUx^"

tfjl* J ^.^l-tjTJJ Jp t/^- ,>L; llll; £^1 oL-J L.9...

" " " " •*

tfjU-l 4_i-JjW |l jl ^ ^i, l^ j$e J—e J| U Jyj
" * " - --»

-f

i T i • • "* " "* "" ""

jL«j (Jljill ^V j* J^ l« j e jO-9 ^JIj jb» Ji_JU» (_jj j. . .

> ~ » *

jLi*.^ *7jl L».« oJb' U» Ult Jl Jj^j]i tfj+s. oiiil j
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***»**& ^ «^H^ -J*
•>* J^ ***)•"•* t^"** *^*-; -*$>>

-—.*•

Jju*. o JjJu-c jl did V j JjiJl ^j J* ^* vtf

-<*«-

* *

The last poem of this Chapter, which is fully dedicated

to the remembrance of his country and home, we find intense

passion and great affection described in an erotic language.

His yearning for a sight of his beloved land, his anxiety to be

once again in the society df sincere friends there, his earnest

desire and an unquenchable thirst to rejoin his forlorn family,

expressed in a sad tone and tender language reminds us of the

ballads (al-Rumiyat) written by abu Firas al-Hamdani (+357)

from the Roman prison.l

* Sonqe of the verses are:-
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as other evidences reveal, vu written out«ide Egypt and that

almost all of itwaa transcribed in Yemen. Some ef the verses

ate :-*-

> + > > * „ * * > *•*

«j^ 5iJI 'JU j *)»>-* 4-^ IjUl JO , J*_>

-> *

*>#* VJ^' u^ J-^ 0j*> ^^ •> ^r^u*J- i

•* - - . * *

.
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As for personal experiences, we find its glimpses now and

then. To quote some indicative lines these will suffice:-

* >

^.-jfoV , j;~T j'j*-^ cJL-^9 <* »I-U jiW jW-^ V v-*^?"

The fourth poem in the V Chapter is fully devoted to ex-

press his grief caused by the society in Yemen.

The fourth Chapter, meant for al-Ghazliyat, contains

graceful verses. These poems are full of amatory passages

described in language of intense passion and exquisite felicity.

The freshness and the elegant diction of these verses reminds

us the lyrical ballads written in early centuries af Islam. In

three or four poems, after amatory preludes, he begins to des-

cribe his sorrow on leaving his home in search of livelihood.

The passion for his country and friends and. the intensive long-

ing for his family has tainted his verses with deep pathos.

This indicates that he has written all of these from Yemen.

Not only these poems, but also a major portion of his poetry,
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£j£ J* (S$\ JU^I -us*^ icj ^jl ^^Jl p,^ ^j
• . - > - - > >

^ ^jjsAI JTV; Jl—iU J AJ jijill JU j. JT Uj

Most of the poems in these two chapters have long descrip-

tions of personal mishaps. He has drawn some gloomy pictures

of the bad times and here and there we find instances of the

great calamities of the age, as for example, we find the harass-

ment caused by the Tartars in these lines:

-

J?» i VI > ij5B j) U>l /\ J)l ciM J Jlj*VI 6- til

. >

** ^ *" " * *" *"

JVi—•) cl» V U j}L<e j-l Jb ^ vi.iljJ-l J* oJk UJ*
_,

Or the losses which he had to sustain in other places:-

" * 9 " " f • ' * - *

JL3 j* ^~ 4_jUT J U ilia*. J_s- j jU-l OjLai
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<_?
*.

" - - -

Jlr J.c o\». J£~ j~. ^.^e -^ ^r* uc ^-*" *iJ
.
JI*P '^;

Thirdly at the end of some odes of the Nabawiyat, he

gives a long description of either one of the six cannonical

writers of Hadith and their books2, or describes some other

great writer's book on the subject3. In these poems on several

occasions we also find the adaptation from the verses of the

Qur'an.

In his second chapter he has praised kings, and likewise in

the third we find praises of nobles and friends. Most of these

are the conventional types of odes, but in some there is a slight

deviation from the set principles, i. e., he has abandoned the

traditional beginning and straightaway deals either with his

own misfortunes and troubles or his departure from his country

and friends in pursuit of livelihood. In these odes he has

written very graceful poetry. Some verses are very dignified.

In some places his diction and the creation of new meanings

with the nicety of language are things to be admired, for

example.

j * * \ «» •» »» •* "»»»

1. A reference to the Amir he praised.

2. In the first Qasidah he has described* "al-Bukhari's Sahih" and in the

fourth "Sunan of Abi Da'ud"

3. In the fifth he has praiseJ "The Dala'il" of al-Baihaqi.
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things quite distinct from these earlier poets. Firstly the

language which is simple and the construction which is easier

and very vivid. Secondly as a man of Hadith, he cannot give

up the attachmentof the subject even for a short time. There-

fore now and then we find verses having connection with

Hadith in some way or other, for example:-

or

******* "*

T
'\Lc joj ^j-j c? ^ Licj 1^ tJLlc ySij i

This feature is so common that while praising the monarchs

or the nobles and friends he comes up with these verses:-

JL-jU.1 ^W* •IV-Uc oLi* ,jc *s* JjJ* ^j)l JUI £X~ I j

««-

1 and 2. Names of two old profound Scholars ofHadith.

land 4. Reference to Malik Ibn Anas and his renowned compilation

al-Muwatta*

5 and 6. Reference to other works of Malik.

7. A profound Uaditiooist and narrator of earlier period.
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in the poems of any poet from the above quoted ftist. ; ; t. :
f'J

al-Abu Siri says:-

*+*& (J JlJWI <jC i^#tJl Ul 4a**») c—J
s
_^X_J p%^aJ\ ja^as**

al-'Asqalani says:- ; .1 «,li

al-Abu Siri describes the prophet's ascent to heaven as:-

'Asqalani describes:-
'

In another place he describes the same event:-

al-Abu Siri gives preference to the prophet Muhammad
over other prophets in these words:-

> --
i*!| i^-^-Lj 4i c-lJ "^ij* j (*-# jUaft «^u.!f

:

JJGtf ^3"

'Asqalani presents the same as:-

- . - > - - - -

•» .» *• ...

The description of the vvonderful events W^ich foihmed
the birth of the Prophet and the details of his .-, miracle* havp
many things in common. One more thing- which is quite

similar is the end of these odes. They end in requests -and
prayers. As I have said earlier Ibn Hajar has one bV'Hwo
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These are long poems wittcn after al-Abu Siri's School. They
have many things in common, i.e., the conventional beginning,
the details of events, the names of angels and the companions
of the Prophet, reference of places and things, anecdotes of
his miracles and wonders and the usual end with prayers. The
mode of the language and diction are the same. The language
used is simple and elegant. Even in the absence of high ima-
gery or the sublimity of thought and meaning, there are verses
indicative of his poetic nature and mastery of diction.

There are two things quite distinct in his odes from those
of his predecessors. One is the frequent use of Hadith and its

terminology, and the other is the long descriptions of the great
men of Hadith and their books. This feature is found in a
good number of Qasidahs of al-Nabawiyat. Because of the
popularity of al-Nabawiyat, almost all the poets have written
on this subject. They imitated the patterns of al-Abu Siri.

This shows on the one hand the gradual decay of the origina-
lity and the creative spirit of the early centuries and on the
other the hold of orthodoxy and scholasticism. This state of
affairs was a clear sign for these pedantic imitators, of their
entry into a long period of repose. Ibn Hajar has the same
stock to present as many of his contemporaries have, such as,
'Izz-al-Din al-Mawsili (790), ibn-al-Sa'igh (786), 'abd-al'-

Rahman al-Makudi (801). Yusuf-al-Rashidi al-Hakim (beginn-
ing of the 9th century), al-Ibshihi (800), Baha-al-Din al-Ba'uni
(9th century), ibn Khaldun (806), Sayyidi 'Ali Wafa (807;, al-

Qal-Qashandi (821), Majd-al-Din al-Firozabadi (817), Badr-al-
Din al-Damamini (828), ibn-al-Jazri (834), ibn-Hajjah al-

Hamawi (837), Shms-al-Din al-Nawaji (859), Sharf-al-Din al-

Tanubi (863), ibn Kumail (847), and al-Shihab-al Mansuri
al-Misri (887),*

I present here some verese which contain marked resem-
blance with those of al-Abu-Siri, and the same can be found

5. Al-Nabhani, vol. i, pp. (several pages).
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listening to him speak on poetics and were benefited a good

deal by his criticisms and his vast knowledge of the subject.

Many of them praised him for his admirable attainments and

some of them have written about his poetical achievements in

their books. 1

When his friends compelled him to put in order and pre-

pare a diwan of his poems, as he has confessed in the preface,

he selected from among his poems ihe best to be presented and

arranged them under seven topics.2

1. al-Nabawiyat (Praises of the Prophet).

2. al-Mulukiyat (About Monarchs).

3. al-lkhwaniyat.3 ... ... (About brotherly anecdotes)

4. al-Ghazliyat (Lyrics).

5. al-Aghraz-al-Mukhtaliffah (Miscellaneous topics).

6. al-Muwashahat (Double rhymed poems).

7. al-Maqati'. (Short pieces or fragmen-

tary verses).

Each of these topics contains seven poems.4

The first topic, al-Nabawiya.t
3

contains seven Qasidahs.

1. Refer al-Bashtaki's "Tabaqat-al-Sh'ura' ."

2. This collection was named "Sab'al-Saiyarat-al-Naiyarat," Brockelmann,

vol. ii, pp. 67-t8: Haji Khalfa also mentions in his Kashf-al-^unun (vol.

iii, pp. 244-45. Fluegel, London) that from a bigger Diwan he selected

a smaller one and named it u oljrJI oljl-.ll jt-JI " and the first

one was named u jjjjl
fj&»

"

3. In the diwan, this chapter has the caption : "al-Amiriyat."

4. This, however, was not possible for him to maintain, therefore he had

to deviate from the proposed scheme; for example, in the fourth topic

he has added one more Qasidah and there are several others under

other heads out of the proposed scheme. He intended to select Seventy

fragmentary poems, considering ten of them equivalent to each

Qasidah, i.e., altogether seventy such Maqati' to be selected but there

are seventyfive in the regular arranged diwan and about four times

the number added to it afterwards.
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poetry also. His father was considered to be a good poet and

had several diwans to his cretdit. One of these was fully dedi-

cated to the panegyrics of the Prophet entitled " Diwan-al-

Haram"A As such, the liking for poetry, along with great

craving for religious sciences, was his proud heritage.

Egypt was a haven of poets in the youth of Ibn-Hajar.

Hundreds of the names of the poets may be cited from the long

lists given by al-Suyuti,2 Ibn Taghri Berdi.8 al-Sakhawi,4 Ibn

'Imads and those found in Inba' al-Ghumr6 and al-Bashtaki's

Tabaqat-al-Sh'urd' etc. In this environment he began to write

verses at an early age and soon compiled a diwan.1 When he

took to Hadith and began writing on that subject along with

treatises on other serious religious matter, he completely

abandoned writing poetry.

8

Ibn Hajar was a versatile genius. His memory was strong.

His profound knowledge, his intelligence and his witty nature

made him a popular figure in society. He was a good conversa-

tionalist. His verses mingled now and then in his charming

discourses which aroused the admiration of his listeners. 9 As

a poet he rejoiced to recite his poems before great audiences

and in the circles of the poets. He quoted his verses now and

then in his lectures and addresses, which he imparted in a score

of famous institutions of Cairo.lO Even great poets enjoyed

1. Inba' MSS. vol. i, pp. 31. Seq.

2. Husn vol. i, pp. 245-47.

3 al-Anjum, all the volumes especially vol. v & vi, several pages.

4. al-dow' (several volumes).

5. Shadhrat vol. vi and vii.

6. MSS. vol. i, p. 9.

7. Husn vol. i, p. 153 : Shadhrat vol. vii, p. 270.

S. See above sources. In the MSS. of his diwan (Egypt) the copyist, a

contemporary of his has written on two occasions thar the Poet finished

writing poetry before 816 and that most of his poems were written

before the commencement of the century.

9. al-dow' vol. ii, p. 39.

10. Ibid p. 38.
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5. Riddles and puzzles were commonly used.

6. As far as substance and meanings were concerned,

originality was lost. High imagery and graceful presentation

were uncommon. Even the use of idioms, proverbs and
dictums of wisdom was rare, although much stress was laid on

similes and metaphors.

As far as the literal construction and the diction are con-

cerned, the following points may be added :—

1. Simple words were common. Archaic words were com-
pletely abandoned. Colloquial words and phrases along with

Persian and Turkish words were in common use.

2. Common epithets (phrases) and layman's language

were freely used.

3. Rhetoric and decorative types were much sought after,

specially Tawriah, Janas and other kinds of Badai*.

4. Tadmin or adaptation, i.e., building upon others' verses,

was very common and so also amplifying of verses in fours,

fives and sevens etc. was done to a good extent.

5. There was a common tendency to borrow and insert

passages and lines from the Qur'an and Hadith and that too

compulsorily attached with some Badi'ah as Tawriah etc.

6. No new metres or measures were added to poetry in

this age except that numerous patterns were used for Muwa-
shahas, Mawalia and Zajl.l

b ) A General Survey of Ibn Hajar's poetry.

Ibn Hajar was a born poet. His ancestors, as we have

noted, were all men of letters and learning. Most of them

established their fame in religious sciences, so much so that the

line of this family was considered to be the "House of Hadith

and Fiqh".2 It seems that, according to the spirit of the age,

the members of this family had a great inclination towards

11 ' ' i n , i..i m il i n .i.i n im—^^—i i ii in———an -m , t

1. For details see "al- Wasit" pp. 307-10.

2. Taj under 'Hajar' vol. iii, p. 158.
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ornate language. But it is worth noting that some very beauti-

ful and charming Qasidahs were written in this age, for

example, the poems of Shams-al-Din al-Nawaji (859)1 al-Shihab

Mahmood (775)2, Ibn Nabata al-Misri (768)8, Safi-al'Dinal-Hilli

(750)4 and some others. One more word that can be said about
the Nabawiyat of this age is that almost all of these are written

in simple and graceful language. Colloquial phrases are not
uncommon. The strict observance of grammatical principles,

so common in the early centuries, is sometimes relaxed. This
is applicable also to the general poetry. Words borrowed from
other languages are freely used. Some of these poems are

unusually lengthy and some of them give the details of the

battles and other historical facts of the time of the Prophet.

The other characteristics of poetry, in general, can be

summed up as follows :

—

1. The Ghazal (lyrics) grew unpopular. The use of the

masculine gender for the beloved
( jUUll c—;), which

was so common even among eminent scholars, religious

heads and sufic leaders, now became the chief cause

of its decay.

2. Great skill was used and much perfection observed in

writing the Maqtu'-at. As I have said before, the choice

of the subjects for these was unlimited.

3. Wantonness and immorality increased and very ugly

satires were written.

4. Short poems or magali 1 were composed to describe

articles of common use, for example, a fan, ink-pot,

lamp, carpet, pen, glass or any other article of domes-
tic use, or some ordinary incident, some festival or any
social event.

1. Refer to al-Mabhani vol. i, pp. 156-62, vol. ii, pp. 63-67 etc.

2. Ibid vol. i, pp. 132-37, 412, vol. ii, p. 141 etc.

3. Ibid vol. i, pp. 126-37, vol. ii, pp. 199, 340 etc.

4. Ibid vol. ii, pp. 180, 418 etc.
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full diwans to this kind of genere.l The addition of the

rhetorics was another source of interest to the public through-

out this age. Many of these Qasidahs have been written with

utmost sincerity and affection. 2 This product with all its

decorum, elocution and artistic elegance does not make the

reader feel that he is enjoying spring in its full bloom but

forces him to think of the lingering blooms of the parting

summer by chance delayed for a little more time. These

flowers are devoid of the freshness of the spring. It is vain to

search for the vigour of youth in age and the charm of creative

originality in such poetry. They do not represent the full glow

and brightness of the burning furnace but rather look like the

intermittent sparks from the heaps of ashes.

The panegyrics written in the life-time of the Prophet were

true to life and had great effect. They helped the people in

following the ideal pattern of the Prophet. Poems dealing

with his works and character were true pictures, containing,

spiritual, cultural, social and moral. values so necessary for the

making of an ideal personality. In moit of the poems of this

epoch he is depicted as the deliverer from the horrors of the

day of resurrection. He is to cover their sins with his shroud,

rescue them from the fires of hell and ensure their entry into

heaven. These poems are full of longings, hopes and desires.

These hopes and desires, presented with artificial decorations

and play of words, fall short of the real force and effect. It

seems that when the power of action was lost, the power of

speech developed. When the speech locked the real force of

truth and sincerity, then it was necessary tdibedeck the wreck-

ed and worn-out figures with outward decoration and use

1. Ibn Hajar's father had one "Diwan al-Haram"; Shamsal-Din al-Nawaji

dedicated a full diwan to this purpose and named it al-Matali-al-

Shamsiyat Fil-Madaih al-Nabawiyat," Izzud Dinal-Hasan lhn Moham-

mad better known as Abi Ahmad al-Iraqi (803) has written several

Qasidahs exclusively in praise of the Prophet: Shadhrat vol, VII. p. 27.

2. Refer to al-Nabhani in four volumes.
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trend of the age was greatly towrads this branch and thus it

was soon turned into a significant branch of literature.l

In the East, however, poets like Kamal-al-Din-Ibn Nabih

(619)2 and Ibn-al-Farid (632)3 had already written a good deal

of poetry full of Badai'.

In the opinion of Ibn Rashiq (456), Muslim ibn-Walid

(208) was the first poet who took pains to decorate his verses

with Badai'.* In the opinion of some other critics in reality

the foundation of this school was laid by Bashshar ibn-Burd

(167) and ibn-Harmah (150).«

Anyhow, the credit for writing Nabawiyat under the cap-

tion of "Badiy'ah" goes to Ibn-Jabir. Soon after, many of his

contemporaries like Safi-al-Din al-Hilli (750)6 Ibn-Nabatah

al-Misri (768)7 Izz-al-Din al-Musili (789)8 Ibn-Hajjah-al-

Hamavi (837),' Ibn al-Muqri (837)10 andal-Suyuti(9ll)li, foll-

owed his pattern. In short, if we look into the diwan of any

poet from the middle of the 8th century upto the end of the

11th century, it will be very difficult to find even a few verses

without these figures of speeches, the Badai'.

The general trend in the 8th and 9th centuries towards al-

Nabawiyat was so great that a considerable literature was pro-

duced in this particular field. Some of the poets have dedicated

1. Uloom-al-Balagah. pp. 7-9.

2. Al-Zaiyat, p. 347.

3. Ibid, p. 350; Zaidan vol. iii, p. 17.

4. Al-Umdah, vol. i, p. 110.

5. Ibid, the same page.

6. He wrote l'al Kifayat al-BadvyiaV usually misquoted as "al-Kafiat al-

Badi 'yiah".

7. Al-Mada'ih pp. 183-99.

8. He Wrote "al-Tawassul bil Bodi'."

9. He has written several treatises on Badi'yat and particulary "Khizanat-

al-adab".

10. His "al-Jawahir d-LamVah is well known.

11. His rhetorical poem is named "Nazm-al-Badi'."
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to such an extent and with such force that in the opinion of

some writers he is considered to be the pioneer of such an

innovation in this form of poetry. 1

Ibn Jabir was a blind poet born in Spain. He travelled

for a considerable period in Egypt, Syria and other places of

the Middle East, settled for some time in Aleppo and then

returned to Spain where he died in 780. Ibn Jabir was parti-

culary noted for the excess of the use of Badi'yat ( rhetorics

)

in Nabawiyat and his usage became so popular that every poet

began to imitate him as far as the Nabawiyats were concerned.

In reality Badai' are as old as the 'Arabic language itself. When
they took to write about it in the third century, as Ibn-al-

M'utazz (269) has done, they took several examples of these-

Badai* from the literature of the period of Ingorance, Qur'an

and Hadith. lbn-al-M'utazz in his book "al-Badai c " has

defined many of its forms and kinds and quoted instances from

the above-mentioned sources.

Qudamah-ibn-Ja'fer (310) was the next to write on this

subject and his contributions are also considerable. Abu-Hilal-al-

'Askari (395) followed them and improved upon the subject to

a great extent in his book "al-Sina'atain" . This book is the first

of its kind to deal with the three kinds of rhetorics separately

i.e., al-Ma'ani, al-Bayan and al-Badi ;
.

In the fifth century, however, the scientific treatment of

the subject made it an important branch of learning. Abu-

Bakr abdul Qahir al-Jurjani (471) in his two contributions

Asrar "al-Balagah" and Dala'il-al-I'jaz" has dealt with it at full

length and with utmost profoundly, giving innumerable exam-

ples and extracts from the earliest times to the literary pro-

ducts of his own age. Some other important contributors after

him were Jarullah al-Zamakhshari (538), abu-Y'aqub Yusuf

al-Sakaki (626), Ibn-Athir-al-Jazri (637) and al-Qazwini (739)

etc. Due to several factors described elsewhere the general

1. Al-Mada'ih pp. 164.
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verses are removed from these Qasidahs, wherein they have
directly described the person of the Prophet or matter con-

cerned with his life or deeds, it will be difficult to distinguish

the remaining verses from any other good romantic poetry and
graceful piece of Nasib or Ghazal.l Al-Nabhani has given

several of such poems in which the depth of their passion and
the propensity of their thought have produced very charming
poetry expressed in sweet and elegant language. These poems
show the excess of love which the poets bore for the Prophet.

This excess of love has thus turned the iconoclast himself into

an idol. The unbounded admiration, coupled with unlimited

love finding expression in numbers, became the amatory song

of romance rather than simple praise of a magnanimous
personality. In short, the proud march of a brave and victori-

ous army was changed into a bridal procession.

There were some other factors which also influenced the

Nabawiyats of this period. One of the first and the foremost
was the enduring influence of al-Abusiri's "al-Burdah". This
poem, a classic in Nabawiyat, is so important that it serves as

a model for this branch of poetry even today. Its influence

was manifold. Apart from the spiritual and religious values

connected with it, the deep impressions which it left on the

writers and the interpreters of poetry,2 en education and its

centres,8 on the poets and the poetics,4 and on those who were
desirous of finding new ways and means of decorating such
kind of poetry, was very deep. Following the same footsteps

Ibn Jabir al-Andalusi (780) inserted the rhetorics in his poems

1. See verses of Ibn Sahl al-Isra'aili (649); al-Nabhani vol. ii, p. 321.

His divvan as well.

2. Al-Burdah has been explained and commentated by hundreds of
persons, not only in Arabic hut in other languages also. It has bean
translated in almost all the principal languages of the world. It has

been printed in innumerable editions. Refer to Brocklemann; al-

Mada'ih, pp. 163-64.

3. Al-Mada'ih p. 164.

4. Ibid, the same.
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of details, 1 description of miracles and wonders along with

rhetorical devices. Among these were poets like al-Abusiri

(695), Ibn Hajjah al-Hamawi (837), Ibn Nabata al-Misri (768)

and Safial-Din al-Hilli\750).

Those who adopted symbolism such as Ibn-al-Farid and

Ibn-al'Arabi did, have left matter, a considerable portion of

which is not understandable to the common man. In Nichol-

son's words, "The obscurity of its style and the strangeness of

its imagery will satisfy those austere spirits for whom literature

provides a refined and arduous form of intellectual exercise,

but the sphere in which the author moves is too abstract and

remote from common experience to give pleasure to others who

do not share his visionary temper or have not themselves

drawn inspiration from the same order of ideas''. 2 The

matter which these poets have left can be explained in many

ways; therefore the several interpreters of their poetry who

have given different versions in treating their matter were free

to do so, on account of the ambiguity therein.^

Yet another branch indulged in similes and metaphors,

similar to those used in Ghazal or Nasib. If some of the

1. As al-Nabhani has pointed out, the panegyrists of the Prophet should

present the description of all the places of Hijaz (with the names of

even remote places), the love towards its inhabitants, weeping and

longing for them, description of the camel's journeys and the water-

ing places, the pictures of the clouds, lightning and the winds which

come from these places, their prayers for the safety and security of the

dwellers therein with the wishes of peace, tranquillity and abundance

for their towns and villages: al-Nabhani vol. i, p. 10: Khizanatal-Adab,

p. 14.

2. "Tarjuman al-Ashwaq" R. A. Nicholson preface, p. 111.

3. For Ibn-al-Farid there are several interpreters, for example, Hasan

al-Burini (1024) 'abd-al-Ghani al-Nabulisi (1143) and Rashid ibn

Ghalib and there is a great difference between them. Similar is the

case also with Ibn-al-'Arabi, so much so thatLutfi Jum'ah has denied

the Sanity of some of his writings and warns us against his ambiguous

thoughts and sayings, "History of the Philosophers of Islam".
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Islam, This is not limited only to the Arabic language. The
prineyjii languages spoken by the Muslims throughout the world
contain this literary feature to a great extent but undoubtedly
Arabic has influenced all such languages to a great extent. But
to write poems about divinity ( oLilTj ) or the praises of the

Prophet is not an easy task. In Ibn Khaldun's words "For the

most part it is difficult to bring forth any originality in these

fields and therefore only great poets venture to tread in this

valley, because of its common themes, trodden thoughts and
well established facts and figures",! from which high imagery
and new ideas can not spring up.

From the 7th century a great change came in these qasi-

dahsY There were several factors which led the poets to adopt

these new forms and new expressions. The long-standing

practice of sufism (from the third century) had affected the

literature very deeply. The great sufi writers of the 4th and the

5th centuries left deep traces not only on a great majority of

the Islamic populace, but also on the famous literary figures

and writers of the times. The Khanqahs and Zawiyas which

in the middle centuries sprang up in hundreds and thousands

had their own influence on the educational system of the

Muslims. Their idealogy, their peculiar ways of training

disciples and their syllabi had boundless effect on the popula-

tion. This influence of the sufi and druzic life, mingled

with the political and social upheavels, changed the outlook of

the poets completely. The gloomy pictures of life and an
escapism which we find in the poetry of hundreds of poets of

the 7th, 8th and other centuries to follow, are the direct result

of these factors. Some sotight refuge in symbolism2 and ado-

pted romantic and amatory expressions and even sometimes

riddles to convey their ideas, as Ibn-al-Farid (632), Ibn-al-

'Arabi (638), al-Sarsari (656) and lbn Sahl-al-Israili (649) had
done. Others resorted to exaggeration, prolixity of all kinds

1. Muqaddamah p. 575.

2. al-Mada'ih-al-Nabawiyah p. 31.
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mathnawis or longer narrative poems or epics. - In Arabic some

poets have used this form for the description of huntingpfcelies,!

sports and different seasons of the Year.2

This period is marked for the excess of the panegyrics of

the Prophet (peace be on him). Though as a special theme

these have come down to us from his own times, yet some

peculiar features which they attained in this epoch are worthy

of note. The beautiful Qasidahs of praise sung in his life-time,

which became classical and which bore all the characteristics

of the Qasidahs of al-Jahiliyah (the period ofignorance), have

a marked difference from those written in this era.

In the early Qasidahs, pictures true to life and anecdotes

depicting his personal characteristics, with no exaggeration, were

common. In sketching his character the smallest features or

works of his daily life were presented, especially those which

were concerned with his bravery, hospitality, forgivenness,

patience, tolerance, justice, abstinence from mean acts, love,

kindness, munificence, magnanimity, truth, fulfilment of pro-

mise, confidence, farsightedness and several other qualities of

the same type. The portraits were so true to life and described

in such an effective tone and fine language that these poems soon

gained the place of classics and were considered to be the best

models for a long time. The absence of exaggeration and the

avoidance of unwanted material helped these poems to be soon

converted into authentic works, which were referred to and

quoted to support any statement regarding matters concerned

with his holy life.

To write about the praise of the Prophet, hoping for himself

rewards in the other world or cherishing the desire of liberation

and absolution from all sins, is the primary task of every poet in

1. See abu Firas's lengthy Muzdawaj as a hunting episode; Tatima, vol.

i, p. 67.

2. Al-Muntakhab min Adab-il-Arab vol. ii, p. 456 ( For Hilli's Muzdawaj);

abu-Muhammad al-Hasan Ibn 'Ali has written one such long

Muzdawaj about the seasons of the year. Tatima vol. i, pp. 323-29.
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Al-Muwashakasl (literally means decorated and ornate afl

the wishah,a round belt worn by women diagonally from
shoulder to hip and ornamented with multi-coloured pearls,
which came from Spain, was quite a popular form in this period.
Almost all the poets have written these Muwashahahs in hun-
dreds of patterns. This is a clear indication of the musical
charm and the rhythmical values which they attached to this

form. The demand of the music loving society must have
given an impetus to this and must have been responsible for
the huge number of these richly decorated poems written in

this period. 2

Another form was al-Muzdawaj (rhymed couplets) which
came in vogue as early as the 3rd century. It was not treated

with the same regard as in earlier periods.3 This form was
adopted mainly due to Persian influence, where it was used for

Continued from page 15.

- -one of the branches of £ajl, used commonly for waking up people in

the month of Ramadhan. Kan wa kan : another from of %ajl with
four can»os in one piece, al-Wasit pp. 309 and 310,

1. They were introduced in Spain by a poet called Muqaddam ibn

Mu'afir al-Fariri : Muqaddamah p. 585.

2. The first poet who introduced and developed these Muwashahas in the

east was Hibatullah ibn Sina'al-Mulk (608), nicknamed "al-Qadi-al-

Sa'id". Zaiyat p. 246: Zaidan vol. iii, p. 16. It will be interesting to

note that Muwashahas were a form developed form the internal rhymes
of the long measuring verses and were used first in the east, for ex-

ample, Salm-al-Khasir has written such verses in praise of al-Hadi

:

See also abu!-Hasan 'Ali Tbn Mamun al-Masisi's poem Tatima vol. i,

p. 395. Ibn al-M'utazz (296) has written al-Muwashahas, one of

which can be seen in Zaiyat, pp. 278-79.

3. Zaidan holds that a man from Spain called Ibn 'Umair introduced

into the east (Fas) a form of Muwashahah named " 'Arud-al-Balad'j

which poets liked much and from that developed several still new
forms such as "al-Muzdawaj", "al-Kari" and ''al-Mal'abah" etc. As
far as al-Muzdawaj is concerned this does not seem to be correct, be-

cause, as I have shown here, it was used in the Middle East from
earlier times, Zaidan vol. iii, p. 117.
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Do Bait i and Mawaliya were among the new forms, which

in reality gained popularity from the 4th century and wece

popular in this age also. Do Bait was usually used for the.

description of some article, fruit, flower or any househe&l

thing, some building, a riddle or some phenomenon of nature'.

Every poet from the 4th to the 9th century and even afterr

wards had hundreds of these Do Baits, or m reality the -new

form of it al-Maqati' in his diwan and it was very popular

throughout this age because of its short construction and being

an easy vehicle for the conveyance of a single idea.

Mawalia, literally a kind of vulgar song or camel driver's

song, was also developed, but this was not so common as

Do Bait* ZaJl > which came along with Muwashahas fr<M»

Spain, was also developed and expanded. It had several kinds

as al-Qurmah, Kan iva Kan and Mufrad, etc. These were short,

pleasure songs Usually sung loudly and often in parties, just as

Qawwals sing. This form was not very popular, because these

were rather considered to be vulgar songs. They were like folk

lores and never attained the dignity of a literary form or the

sublimity of Qasidah. No good poet ever wanted wilfully to

include these in his diwan,

3

1. Do Bait: Taken frow the Persian Ruba'i, the quatrain, they had two

couplets in one piece. As far as the adherence to the real Persian

forms was concerned, they named them Do Bait, their metre being

( •b' J J** J^^* '^)* The Persian metre measured according to the

Arabic piece (oil^l "oj%Hj J_>^)-
When the adaptation was com-

plete and they began to treat it as one of their own forms they began

to use all kinds of Arabic metres and measures for these and named

them al-Maqati' ( Sing : al-Maqtucah 4&Ja&\) literally a piece.

2. Mawalia : This was invented by some-maid-Servant of al-Baramikah,

Bermicide family, after their fall in the times of al-Rashid. These

were elegiac songs ending in u 4 \Jlj.« \j " and were considered to be

the folk lores and did not have any literary importance: al-wasit p. 24.

3. al-^aji. Innumerable measures were used for this form also. al-Qurmah,—
Continued on page 16.
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with minor changes in expression and the mode of language

represented the same old popular form that was prevalent

throughout the ages since the period of ignorance. The fixed

set of conventions and the stereotyped principles about its

structure were relaxed to a good extent. The traditional

beginning, the common epithets and the stock figures of speech

were also ignored sometimes. The chances of choice were

ample as the field of themes grew very wide,l but it was very

difficult for the so-called poets of the day to come out of the

pit easily. The themes of Tashbib (the amatory expression of

the form and stature of the beloved),Madh (panegyric), the long

personal griefs and troubles and the traditional supplement of

statements of requests and prayers, remained the same. Except

the language, which certainly became very easy and lucid, and

the new themes and subjects, Qasidah remaind the same old

Qasidah.

1. In the early Abbasid period many new themes and subjects were

added to Qasidah. The development went on so rapidly that when

we look into its forms and shapes towards the end of this period, we

can extract from Th'alabi's Tatimat-al-Daht alone several topics and

subjeets expressed through Qasidah, for example, al-Mat'urriat(food),

Ashia lVTukhtalifah(about various articles), al-Fiqhiyat (about Jurispru-

dence), al-Adabiyat (about literary subjects), al-Falsafiyat (about

medicine and philosophy), al-Nujamiyat ( about astronomy), al-

lkhwaniyat (of brotherly relations) , al-Muda'ibat (about j okes or wit

ticism), al-Majun (aboat wantonness), al-Ahaji (of satires), al-Kham-

riyat (of wines), al-Khurafal wal-Mufahishat (of nonsense and atrocities),

al-Dariyat (about abodes), al-Iraqiyat, al-Wajdiyat, al-Najdiyat, al-

Rumiyat (odes related to places, events and mishaps), al-bardhuniyat

(these were eligiac odes written on the death of Bardhun, a hackney

presented to al-Sahib-ibn-'Abbad, by Abu 'Isa ibn al-Munajim), al-

Filiyat (odes connected with the praise of elephants) ard al-Sasaniyat

(in these a poet abu Dalf al-Khazraji has described at great length the

characteristics and peculiarities of the robbers and thugs of Banu Sasan.

A similar ode was written by Safi-al-Din-al-Hilli in the 8th century

containing the same pictures) . After this period some more names

were added to these as al-Sultaniyat (alout kings), al-Mujawabat (of

correspondence), al-Amiriyat wal-Sahibiyat (about nobles and peers)

etc. etc.
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writings, because, neither they had the taste and liking for good
poetry nor they had the peace, tranquillity and security for

themselves which could enable them to spare some time for the

encouragement of the line arts and especially literature.

Most of the Mamluk Sultans had no liking, for literature.

Some of them undertook the building of huge and monumental-

works, which are standing even today as the finest relics ofthat

period. But almost none of them has presented any glaring

example of the patronage of poets. Therefore, the great

men who were born during the 8th and 9th centuries have
left their contributions in fields other than poetry. Many of

them have added much to the knowledge of history, for

example, Ibn-Khaldunl (a good poet), al-Maqrizi, Ibn-Taghri

Berdi, al-Dhahabi, and Ibn Iyas. Some have resorted to

encyclopaedic writings such as al-Muqri (837), who was a good

poet, al-Qal-Qashandi and al-Suyuti etc., and most of them
also tried their hand at religious and the allied subjects, for

example, al-Bulqini, al-Iraqi, Itm-Hajar, al-Sakhawi and
numerous others. Most of these names can easily be included in

the list of poets also. The names of the contemporary poets as

given by al-Suyuti, Ibn Abi Hajlah2 and others are numerous
yet there is not a single name which can be compared to that of

al-Mutanabbi or abu Tammam. But this does not mean that

the intellectuals had completely abandoned the field of poetry.

On the contrary, innumerable writers took pains to add to

this genre. But the standard and literary tendencies and
poetic talents also found their outlet in varied expressions of

forms in pursuance of the public demand. Creative thought was
neglected. Due to the circumstances which we have traced at

length, originality or the presentation of sublime themes and
matter in poetics

-

was too much to be expected from them.

As regards the forms of poetry, the old Qasidah ( ode ),

1. Ibn Khaldun, pp. 25-26.

2. Husn vol. i. Diwan-al-Sababah.
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extensive type was produced in medicine, social sciences, biog-

raphy, histories, linguistics, philology, story-telling and parti*

ciilarly encyclopaedic works on religious subjects. Therefore, it

will not be out of place to say that the real quest for knowledge
with which the Arabs were endowed was not in the least affect-

ed by any political upheaval or economic depression. How-
ever, it was bound to affect the steady progress and easy flow

of literary activities which were sometimes retarded, but the

burning zeal for the quest of knowledge was never extinguished.

THE POETRY OF IBN HAJAR

a) General charact :ristics of the poetry of his period.

The days were over when the caliphal patronage of learn"

ing, especially of literature, had become proverbial. Neither

those caliphs and nobles remained who bestowed fabulous

sums on poets for a single Qasidah or for the recitation of some
verses nor those poets were existing whose poems were learnt

by heart by the laymen and the literate alike in all parts cf the

Arabic speaking world. The stories of caliphs like 'Abd-al-

Malik Ibn Marwan, Yazid ibn Walid, al-Mahdi, al-Harun, Saif-

al Dowlah, Mansur Ibn Nuh from the east and 'Abd-al-Rahman

and al-Hakam al-Nasir from the west had now become legen-

dary. Poets like al-Akhtal, Jarir, al-Buhturi, Abu Tammam,
Abu Nuwas, al-Mutanabbi, Abu Firas, lbn-Hani and al-Ma'arri

could not be even dreamt of in this disturbed epoch. It was

but natural that the tendencies and the fields of the literay out-

pnt should change their course when the hope of kingly rewards

was extinguished. Even talented poets had to seek refuge in

other fields by which they could get at least the bare necessities

of life. The poets began to write complaints about the neg-

lectful attitude of their patrons freely and openly in their

1. These complaints and even satirical verses began from al-Mutanabbi

and others and to a great extent in the 6th and 7th centuries, for

example, see Ibn al-Ta'awidhi
( + 538, Ibn Khali vol ii, P. 19),

Ibn-al-Habariyah
( + 504, Ibn Khali vol. ii, P. 15), Ibn-al Khaiyat

(+ 517, Ibn Khali vol. i, P. 45), Abu Ishaq-al- Ghazzi
(+ 524: Taba-

qat ul-Udaba, p. 462.
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of families and hundreds of literary figures who sought refuge

during the long period of tumult.l It also gained a great politi-

cal significance as the'caliphal centre of Islam.2 Even though the

caliphs were powerless puppets, yet the certificates of inveiti-

ture they issued were sought for and received with great pride

by even more powerful monarchs of other Islamic countries-

Several instances can be cited in which the Sultans of Turkey

and Indian princes received such diplomas of investiture with

much honour and ceremony .3

It was in this way that Egypt gained and continued to enjoy

sovereignty in the field of letters among all the Arabic-speaking

countries. There were a few places in Hijaz and Yemen which

also affiliated themselves to the political authority of Cairo.

Towards the end of the ninth century (897) when Spain slipped

out of the hands of Muslim rulers and thousands of Muslims

sought refuge, it was Egypt which gave them protection and

thus secured its position of unchallenged authority for, a long

time to come. Hundreds of madrasas, khanqahs, zawias and

mosques were either built or reorganized wherein instruction

was imparted in almost all branches of learning. Details of

hundreds of such institutions may be found in the annals of

the contemporary writers, especially those of al-Maqrizi

(1442),4 lbn Taghri Birdi (1469),5 al-Sakhawi (1497),6 al-Suyuti

(1505),7 and others.

Due to the factors mentioned above, Egypt'in the 8th and

9th centuries was marked for all-round literary activity. Many

eminent scholars contributed to the advancement of sciences

and humanities. Literature of a veiy high standard and

1. Zaidan vol. iii, pp. 111. 112.

2. Hitti. p. 676.

3. Hitti. p. 677; al-Nujum vol. vi, p. 845. Zaini Dahlan p. 39. Husn vol. ii

4. al-Khitat vol. ii.

5. See his al-Nujum various volumes.

6. alDow' various volumes.

7. Husn vol. ii.
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reactionary orthodoxy, hindered scientific advance. Under
these conditions no intellectual activity of a high order could

be expected. In fact the whole Arab world had by the begin-

ning of the 13th century lost the intellectual hegemony it had
maintained since the eighth. Mental fatigue induced by genera-

tions of effort and moral lattitude, consequent upon the ac-

cumulation of wealth and power were evident everywhere,!

Under these circumstances it is evident that the good old

days of the patronage of men of letters were gone for ever.

The Mamluk Sultans who indulged in multifarious activities

could not show the same zest for literature, which was the

pride of the princes of the Umaiyyid and 'Abbasid dynasties.

Instead, the illiteracy and ignorance of some of them proved
a set-back to these activities.2 The numerous Amirs and nobles

had organised themselves in various factions and were usually

at enmity with one another. The selfishness of these Sultans

and Amirs had brought about economic depression in the whole

country. The locusts, the periodic cpedemics and famine had
also contributed to the poverty and misery of the land.3 Some
of the prominent scholars who affiliated themselves to the

courts of these Mamluks worked for them in fields other than

belle letters, such as history, literature connected with

wars, natural sciences, medicine and ethics.4 In spite of this

unhappy environment and miserable situation, literary men
carried on their work in Egypt and a few other places and
produced such stupendous work as can be proudly and favoura-

bly compared with works produced in the days of prosperity.

After the fall of Baghdad and the ruin of many prominent

centres of learning in the Middle East, Egypt became a great

seat of learning and culture. It gave protection to thousands

1. Hitti. p. 683.

2. Hitti. p. 785.

3. Husn vol. ii, pp. 145, 162-64.

4. Zaidan vol. iii, P. 116.



called Bani Hafs (A. H, 668-987).l Politically the last quarter

of the 8th and the first half of the 9th century was a period

of great tumult and unrest. Egypt was the only country which

could be called politically stable having a strong government.

Barquq was a strong man and even Timur feared him, so much

so that when Barquq died in A.H. 801, Timur rejoiced and be-

came so happy that he showered munificence on the bearer of

the news.

2

For a very long time Egypt was safe from outward pillage.

Syria, 'Iraq, Mesopotamia, Asia Minor and Persia had all been

the centres of multiple troubles since the fall of Baghdad (656/

1258), due especially to the hooliganism of the Tartars. The

Crusaders also in their turn had brought catastrophe over a

vast Islamic world. The unrest which was caused by the

Crusaders was long and enduring. These lengthy wars and

other civil disturbances had a very bad effect on the whoje area

covering from Tripoli and Tangiers in the west to Tashqand

and Samarqand in the east. The only place which escaped a

good deal from these multiple horrors was Egypt. But even

Egypt with strong and proud Mamluks at the helm of its

affairs had its own set-backs. A clear picture of men and mat-

ters of this period is given by Hitti which is self-explanatory.

"Mamluk Egypt began its history under proud and trium-

phant rulers who had cleared Syria of the last vestiges of

Frankish dominion and had successfully stood between the

Mongols and the world power. By the end of the period,

however, with its military oligarchy, factions among the domi-

nant caste, debased coinage, high taxation, insecurity of life and

property, occasional plague and famine and frequent revolts,

Egypt together with its dependency Syria was all but ruined.

Especially in the valley of the Nile persistence of outworn

ancient superstition and magic, coupled with the triumph of

1. Zaini Dahlan pp. 224-29; al-Munis pp. 145-150.

2. Zaini Dahlan vol. ii, pp. 113, 114.
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the borders of China in the east to the borders of Egypt in the
west. In 1393 he captured Baghdad and in the following
year over- ran Mesopotamia. In 1395 he occupied Moscow for
over a year, then he turned towards India in 1398, where he
massacred about a hundred thousand people in Delhi.

In 1400 he swept over northern Syria. Aleppo was looted
and burnt. Hamah, Hims and Ba'lbakk fell one after another.
The Egyptian governor, Sultan Faraj, was beaten and Damas-
cus was captured. The city was completely ruined and only
ashes remained of the great monuments of which she once
boasted. Having routed the Ottoman army of Bayazid I in

1402, he crushed all Asia Minor within no time. Ankara, Brusa
and Symerna were lying at his feet. He took Bayazid as his

prisoner. Fortunately for the remaining Arab monarchies,
Timur died in 1404 while he was undertaking the greatest of his

campaigns in order to seal the fate of China. 1

The after-effects of the great havoc caused by Timur con-
tinued in al-'Iraq, Syria, Mesopotamia and Asia Minor even in

the beginning of the 9th century (A. H. 808). The remaining
petty governments either worked as dependencies of Egypt or,,

were ruled over by weak rulers of no political significance} for
example, in Hijaz, the family of Sherifs having Mecca as their

capital were under the direct control of Egypt. 2 In Yemen the

family of Bani Rasul (A. H. 626-858) held power but worked
under Egypt according to a diploma of investiture accorded to

them by the pupet Caliph Ma'add al-Mustansir (A.D. 1035-94).

Though these rulers had a limited field of action and resources

at their disposal yet some of them encouraged educational and
literary activities They also supported and awarded poets and
men of letters 3

In Tunis, in North Africa, governed another feeble dynasty

1. al-Nujum vol. vi, pp. 2, 3, 50. & 68; 'Aja'ib-al-Maqdur pp.. 144-46. HUH.
pp. 699-702.

2. Zaini Dahlan pp. 106 Sq.

3. Ibid pp. 181, 182 etc.



of al-Ashraf Sha'ban, who was the first ruler of this line. His-

reign was interrupted, however, for one year (1389-90) by Bahri

Hajji; otherwise he ruled for fifteen years. There was no

principle of hereditary succession among Bufji Mamluks and

he who held military power and a strong party to back him

became the ruler.

The whole epoch of these Mamluks was marked by intri-

gues, bloodshed, treachery, nepotism and ruthless and unsyste-

matic ways of running the government.! Most of thesc-

Circassian and Greek Slaves were uncultured, inefficient and

degenerate persons. Their self-centred policies and highly

luxurious living created an atmosphere of panic and horror in

the whole populace and consequently most of these fell u prey

to their own intrigues. Ibn Hajar saw in his life time not less;

than fourteen monarchs of both the lines-Bahris and Burjis—in

Egypt, which clearly indicates the brevity of their term of5

reigns.

Syria, as a dependency of Egypt, was in a worse condition.

The Governors who were sent theie engaged themselves in in-

trigues which culminated in occasional revolts. Their extrava-

gance and their costly way of living were burdensome for the

public. Leaving aside all these troubles, the whole populace-

of the Middle East- upto the borders of Egypt-had to undergo

the pangs of real torture at the hands of the Tartar Bohemian

Taimur Lang towards the end of the 8th and the beginning of

the 9th century Hijri.2

Timur Lang with his Tartar hordes initiated in 780/T380 a

long series of campaigns capturing vast areas extending from

1. Ibn Khaldun, His- Life and Works, pp. Ill and 112.

2. For graphic pictures of all these details several contemporay histories,

biographies and narrative sketches may be cited, for example, al Nujam

al-Zahira vol. vi, pp. 320-24, vol. vii, pp. 685. 830-50: Hum vol. ii,

pp 86-90- al-Futuhat al-lslamiah vol. ii, pp. 110-120: al-Duwal al-Islamiah,

p. 69, Inba'al Ghumr MSS. vol. i, PP . 4, 5, 179, 180, 187, 208, etc.

<AjaHb-al-Maqdur pp. 6, 7 etc. Hitti pp. 694-96. Shadhrat vol. vii, pp.

22, 47 etc.



Mufti of the Dar-ul-'adl, Rector of the Baibar-Siyah, Khateeb

in al-Azhar and Chief Librarian of Mahmudiyah. 1

The most striking feature about Ibn Hajar is that he was

a prolific and extensive writer of prose and poetry. He wrote

more than one hundred and fifty books on different subjects.

Most of these have run into more than half a dozen volumes

each, while some of them are still larger Such as Fath-ul-Bari,

which has twenty-one volumes. His writings were much sought

after even in his life-time due to their literary importance,

scholarly presentation and research. A copy of Fath-ul-Bari was

sold for 300 dinars even in his life-time.2

In Islamic religious literature, especially in Hadith and

Rijal, even after a lapse of centuries it is difficult to find a

name equal to that of Ibn Hajar. It is strange that such a

profound scholar, with sober and serious ways of thinking and

a great mind, should have written even romantic poetry. He
was endowed with an ear for cadence and music. He wrote

fine poetry and his discourses on poetical subjects were such that

in Sakhawi's words "even great poets rejoiced to hear them".8

Before dealing with his poetical achievements, it will not be out

of place here to give a short account of the political and social

conditions of the epoch and the country in which his poetry

flourished.

Political and Social Conditions of Egypt and Other

Muslim Countrifs During 750 to 850

Ibn Hajar was born about the last quarter of the 8th

century Hijri. At that time al-Ashraf Sha'ban (A. D. 1363/76)

ruled over Egypt. He was the twenty-second ruler in the line

of .Bahri Mamluks. The rule of the Bahri Mamluks' dynasty

was coming to a close and after two feeble monarchs this

period ended and a new governing line came to power, i.e. Burji

Mamluks under al-Zahir Saif-al-Din Barquq, a Circassian slave

\

1. Aldow' ii, p. 39.

2. Shadhrat vii, pp. 271. etc.; Ency. of Islam ii. p. 970.

3. Aldow'' u, p. 39; Shadhrat vii, p. 270.
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Satthiyyah and Damascus. l It will suffice to mention a few

names from the long list of professors under whom he studied as

given by himself and others like Ibn'Imad, Sakhawi, Suyutiand

others and they were Sadral-Din al-Abshiti, Salih ibn Khalil ibn

Salim, Shamsul-Din al-Qal-Qashandi ( 809 ), Baddruddin ibn

Makki, Muhammad al-Munja, Fatima and 'Ay'sha, daughters

of 'Abd-al-Hadi, abu 'Abdullah ibn Madrah and Zainul-Din

abu Bakr ibn al-Husain, etc.2

A majority of his teachers permitted him to deliver fatwas

and impart instruction. He declined several times the offers to

fill up the judicial office, but finally accepted and acted for

some time as deputy to Qadi-al Qudat Jalalul-Din al-Bulqini

(824).3 He was appointed as the Chief Qadi of Egypt in 827.

This post he held for more than twenty-one years. He was

several times dismissed and restored to office and this happened

at least seventeen times according to Suyuti and otherM At

the same time he held professorship in various madrasas, mos-

ques and khanqahs and the number of these places, according

to Sakhawi and others, goes up to more than twenty-two. 5 His

lectures extended over a vast field of subjects, for example,

Qur'anic exegesis, Hadith, Fiqh, Biography, History and Lite-

rature. He was the "authority of his day on Hadith" (Hafiz-

'asrihi). His lectures were attended not only by students but

also by eminent scholars and specialists in the subject. His

popularity was so great that he was appointed to several high-

ranking posts in the field of education and judiciary such as

1. Raf'alhr MSS. pp. 52 Seq; Shadhrat vii, pp. 270—71.

2. The same as given above in Rqf
1 and Shadhrat and Fath al-Bari preface.

3. In Ency. of Islam this name is wrongly given as "Djamal-al-Din al-

Bulqini"; it was al-Muway'id who compelled him to accept this office;

Aldow' ii, p. 38. Finally al- Malik al-Ashraf Barsbav appointed him

the Chief Qazi in Moharram 827 after the dismissal of 'Alamuddin

al-Bulqini from that post.

4. Husn vol. i. pp. 245-46; Ency. of Islam ii, p. 379; Shadhrat vii, p. 271.

5. Aldow ii, p. 38; Shadhrat as mentioned above; Raf'al Isr MSS. pp. 53

Seq; al-Khitat vol. ii, pp. 401—2 and several other Places.



four years old. His mother had died earlier. The recollection

of his father which he gave in his later years was a single sen-

tence uttered by him, "The surname of my son is Ahmad abul

Fadl".l This intelligent orphan grew up under the protection

of one of his guardians, Radi-al-Din abu Bakar ibn Nural Din

'Ali al-Kharrubi, a prominent merchant and a renowned Amir

of Egypt.2 By his ninth year he had learnt the Qur'an by

heart under al-Sadr al-Sufti and soon mastered the works of

Fiqh and grammar. He then continued his studies for a consi-

derable period under the guidance of the most noted scholars

of his day. He learnt Hadith under Zainal-Din al-'Iraqi (806),

Fiqh under Sirajal-Din al-Bulqini (805), Sirajal-Din ibn-al-

Mulaqqin (804), al-Burhan al-Ibnasi (801), Izz-al-Din ibn

Jama'ah (819) and al-Shams Burmawi (831), the various read-

dings (al-Qka'at-al-Sab') of the Qur'an under al-Tanukhj,

Nural-Din al-Haithami (807) and Shaikh Shams-al-Din al-

Sakhawi, philology and lexicography under Muhib-al-Din ibn

Hisham (799), al-Majd-al-Firozabadi (817), and al-Ghimari (802),

Arabic language and literature and prosody under al-Badr al-

Bashtaki (830).3 According to the custom of those days his

education could not be completed until he undertook long ex-

peditions. For this purpose he travelled far and wide beginn-

ing in A. H. 793 and lasting for more than fifteen years. In

those journeys he visited, besides Egypt, almost all the impor-

tant centres of learning in the Middle East, i.e., Syria, Hijaz,

Palestine and Yemen and benefited considerably and gained

mastery in special branches of learning. In every important

place he came in contact with the most prominent and versatile

scholars of the day like al-'Iraqi, with whom he spent about ten

years listening to Waditli. Besides Cairo, some of the centres

which he visited were Alexandria, Siryaqus, Zabid,Tai'f, 'Aden,

Mecca, Mina, Medina, Yanbu', Ghazzab, Ramlah, Quds,

1. Inba
1

vol. i, p. 31 Seq: al Durar, iii, p. 117.

2, Raf'al lsr MSS. pp. 50 Seq: Sakhawi writes that this guardian was "al-

Zaki al-Kharrubi" Aldow' ii, p. 36: The version in Ency of Islam is

"Zakiuddin al-Kharrubi" vol. ii, p. 379: Shadart al-Dhahab vii, pp. 270.



a young man this learned and intelligent scholar, in search of

a congenial environment for his residence, sought Cairo, before

the commencement of the 9lh Century. Cairo was a place of

much activity and a centre of great repute.l The gem of

this line of great men of letters and extensive scholarship has

added to the repute of the place wherein he took refuge.

His grand-father, Qutb-al-Din, abul-Qasim, Muhammad
ibn Muhammad (741 A.H. ), was a noted scholar and was the

pupil of renowned savants such as abul Fadl ibn-'Asakir

and ibn-al-Quwas.2 His uncle Fakhrad Din 'Uthman ibn

'Ali (714) was also a very learned man, among whose pro-

fessors ibn-Kuwaik and al-Siraj al-Dimanhuri are worth raen-

tionirig.8 His ancestors were learned people and achieved

literary fame especially in Hadith and in this field even the

women of this family acquired reputation.4 His father Nur-al

Din 'Ali ibn Muhammad was a notable scholar. He was entitled

to deliver Fatwas and impart instruction. He had learnt the

Qur'an by heart and mastered jurisprudence, grammar and

literature under eminent scholars such as al-Fath ibn Sayid al-

nas, Ibn 'Aqil, ibn Jama'ah and others. He had a good

memory and had learnt by heart books like al-Hawi al-Saghir.

He had mastered the seven readings ( Sab Cal-Qira'at ) of the

Qur'an. He had a reputation for his piety, knowledge, honesty

and nobility of character.5 As a poet* he had acquired a name

even in his life-time. He had several collections of poems to his

credit and one of these was fully dedicated to the panegyrics

of the Prophet entitled
lkDiwan al-Haram" .6

Ibn Hajar's father left him an orphan when he was only

1. Al-dow' ii, p. 37.

2. Taj iii, p. 128.

3. Ibid iii, p. 128.

4. Ibid iii, p. 128.

5. Inba'ul Ghumr MSS. vol. i, pp. 30, 31 Seq: Raf'al lsr MSS. p. 50 al-

Duraral Kaminah vol. iii, p, 117: Taj vol. iii, p. 128.

6. Inba.' vol. i, p. 31, Seq: al-Durar iii, p. 117.



Sh'aban, 773 A. H. ( 29th February 1372 ),l in old Cairo.
Most probably his fore-fathers had inherited the family name
of ibn-Hajar, due to the fact that they once resided in Yemen,
where several towns are known by Hajar, and in that area the

word Hajar is literally taken for a town.2 From Yemen this

family might have moved towards the north and settled in

'Asqalan, from which they acquired the attribution of al-

'Asqalani, The family of ibn-Hajar had to move once more,
and this time they left 'Asqalan for-ever and settled down in

Egypt. This second migration of the family might have taken

place during the middle of the 12th Century (A. D. 1153), when
'Asqalan a border town in the Egyptian territory and a scene

of operations during the Crusades fell into the hands of the

Frankish army. This was followed by an exodus of the Muham-
madans from the place. Even a greater exodus took place, when
'Asqalan was demolished, burnt and reduced to ashes by Salahud-
Din on the 19th of Sh'aban 587 ( 1 lth September 1191) to

diminish its strategical importance. Most of the Muham-
madan population set out for Egypt and the rest for Syria.3

Ibn-Hajar's family moved towards Egypt, then a safe

resort for the many coming from the disturbed areas of the

Middle East and settled in a village, Kinan, east of Cairo,

from which al-Kinani was appended to their family name. As

1. Al-dow' vol. ii, P. 36; Taj under 'Hajar 5
vol. iii, p. 128. In Ency. of

Islam vol. ii, p. 379 his date of birth is wrongly given as 12th Sha'aban
and 18th February, Brockelmann in his "'Geschichte Der Arabischen Lit-

tcratur vol. ii, pp. 67-68 (1902) has wrongly written that he was born-
in 'Asqalan. But later on in the Supplement Band ii, p. 72 (1938) of the

same, he has corrected himself and ascertained that he was born in old

Cairo. Borckelmann has also made a mistake about his date of birth

and written it as 12th Sh'aban and 19th Feb. vol. ii, pp. 6268.

2. Ency. of Islam ii, p. 379. In Shadrat it is given as c_j_jJ-1 jCL." a J

t ^j-jl* p4**J' 3 Jljsr' **$'. ^F" j3"*^' which may mislead to a place in

North Africa named Qabis lying between. Tripoli and Saphaqis. This
seems to be incorrect as the facts reveal. Taj iv. p. 212, Yakut vol. iv,

p. 3.

3. Ibn Khaldun vol. v. De Slane iv, pp. 538-39. Yakut iii, p. 85 Taj
vol. viii, p. 20.



IBN HAJAR. HIS TIMES AND HIS LIFE

tT is a pity that none of the poetical works of the eighth

and the ninth centuries ( Hijra ) have been critically studied.

Many diwans of this period are still lying in manuscript form

and the verses of innumerable versifiers are found scattered in

the encyelopaediac works of those centuries. The writings of

historians and biographers and after them the indiscriminate

statements of the writers about the literature of this period or

its history were mainly responsible for this negligence.

While due attention is paid by these writers to Arab poetry

from the earliest times upto the fall of Baghdad, on the poetry

of the eighth and ninth centuries they indifferently pass the

verdict that it is of a low standard and skip over its character

and importance. The poets of this period not only wrote poetry

but made contributions in other fields also, such as history and

hadith. These contributions brought them fame and attracted

the attention of the critics mofe than their poetry, which

regardless of its merits, was considered of secondary impor.

tance. One of the poets whose diwan remained unnoticed and

uncared for was Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalani. He might have gained

reputation as a poet had he not been known as a towering

figure of Wadith.

Ahmad ibn «AH ibn Mohammad ibn Mohammad ibn 'Ali

ibn Ahmad Shihabud-Din Abul Fadl ibn-Hajar al-'Asqalani

al-Kinani, ( al-Misri, al-Qahiri ) was born on the 22nd of
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